Tax Crow- tax transparency system using blockchain
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Abstract - In recent years, the rapid development of blockchain technology and cryptocurrencies has influenced the financial industry by creating a new crypto-economy. Then, next-generation decentralized applications without involving a trusted third party have emerged thanks to the appearance of smart contracts, which are computer protocols designed to facilitate, verify, and enforce automatically the negotiation and agreement among multiple untrustworthy parties. In this paper, we present a tax transparency system using blockchain.
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1.INTRODUCTION

The future of society is digital; how to transfer the physical society’s relationships to money, law, and even lifestyle and culture into digital relationships in the virtual world is a big challenge in IT technologies.

For more than a decade, the blockchain is established as a technology where a distributed database records all the transactions that have happened in a peer-to-peer network. It is regarded as a distributed computing paradigm that successfully overcomes the issue related to the trust of a centralized party. Thus, in a blockchain network, several nodes collaborate among them to secure and maintain a set of shared transaction records in a distributed way without relying on any trusted party. In 2008, Satoshi Nakamoto introduced Bitcoin that was the first proposed cryptocurrency introducing the blockchain as a distributed infrastructural technology. It allowed users to transfer securely crypto-currencies, known as “bitcoins” without a centralized regulator.

Besides, Ethereum, NXT, and Hyperledger Fabric were also proposed as blockchain-based systems used for cryptocurrency. Unlike Bitcoin, they can use smart contracts (SC). Blockchain technology overlaps traditional contracts by including the terms of agreements between two or more parties but surpasses them thanks to smart contracts by automating the execution of agreements in a distributed environment when conditions are met.

2.SMART CONTRACT

Smart contracts are executable codes that run on top of the blockchain to facilitate, execute, and enforce an agreement between untrustworthy parties without the involvement of a trusted third party. Smart contracts gave network automation and the ability to convert paper contracts into digital contracts. Compared to traditional contracts, smart contracts enabled users to codify their agreements and trust relations by providing automated transactions without the supervision of a central authority. In order to prevent contract tampering, smart contracts are copied to each node of the blockchain network. By enabling the execution of the operations by computers and services provided by blockchain platforms, human error could be reduced to avoid disputes regarding such contracts.

Figure 1: Architecture of Blockchain

- TaxCrow is a platform where people can see that where their tax-paid money is being used.
- This platform is expected to increase the transparency in civil works.
People can pay their taxes entitled to a particular work if they want and if they don't want to pay to a particular work the taxes will be automatically paid to the government.

Bidding system for the contractors.

The main features are as follows:

Legality: The code complies with legal regulations. The controlled assets have ownership, and they are valid.

Probative: Process data and scenarios must be securely stored, and they can be used for legal evidence.

Consistency: Smart contracts should be consistent with the existing law text. Before publishing the smart contract, it should be reviewed by professional law persons to assure that the contract will not contradict the existing laws.

Customizability: Smart contracts are customizable. Multiple basic contracts can be combined into complex or complicated contracts.

Observability: Smart contracts require interfaces to observe the state of contracts, including the contract itself, its performance, and everything about the contract.

Verifiability: The records about the smart contracts can be verified. The working logic and the correctness of the execution of smart contracts are verifiable.

Self-enforceability: It needs enforcement to protect against breach and third parties which do not rely on law enforcement. Cryptographic contracts would give control by the cryptographic keys to operate the property for persons who rightfully own the property in terms of the contract.

Access-controlling: The information of contracts, such as knowledge, control, and performance, must be only accessible for contract-related persons. Unless when a conflict occurs, these properties of the contract will be exposed to the third parties.

To satisfy the above properties and solve the problems of smart contracts, we can learn from business contract architecture to design the role-based architecture of blockchain-based smart contracts system (as shown in Figure 3). In this architecture, there are a variety of roles played in the contract establishing, implementing, and trust mechanism.

3. PROJECT SIGNIFICANCE

- This project has its significance in the area of open governance.
- People usually think that their tax paid money is being misused and in many cases, they are not false.
- This platform can also help the government’s knowledge about which type of work people want to be done and where.

3. OPERATIONAL PROCESS OF SMART CONTRACT

A smart contract is a common agreement between two or more parties. It stores information, processes inputs, and writes outputs thanks to its pre-defined functions. For instance, the smart contract can define the constructor function that enables the smart contract creation. Hosting a new smart contract in the blockchain is enabled by invoking the constructor function through a transaction, whose sender becomes the smart contract owner. A self-destruct function is another example of the functions that can be defined in a smart contract. Usually, only the smart contract owner can destruct the contract by invoking this function.

A smart contract is likely to be a class that includes state variables, functions, function modifiers, events, and structures [16] which is intended to execute and control relevant events and actions according to the contract terms. Besides, it can even call other smart contracts. Each smart contract includes states and functions. The former are variables that hold some data or the owner’s wallet address (i.e., the address in which the smart contract is deployed). We can distinguish between two state types, namely constant states, which can never be changed, and writable states, which save states in the blockchain. The latter are pieces of code that can read or
modify states. We can distinguish between two function types, namely read-only functions, which do not require gas to run and write functions that require gas because the state transitions must be encoded in a new block of the blockchain. Furthermore, paying currency is required to avoid infinitely smart contract runs.

As aforementioned, a smart contract is hosted in the blockchain by invoking its constructor function through a transaction submitted to the blockchain network, then the constructor function is executed, and the final code of the smart contract is stored on the blockchain. Once deployed, the creator of the smart contract got the returned parameters (e.g., contract address), then users can invoke any available smart contract’s function by sending a transaction.
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